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The Yang-Baxter equation pops up as a shadow emperor in several 
areas of physics and mathematics. It originated in work of Yang and 
Baxter on statistical physics and appears as a fundament of knot 
theory, where it corresponds to the third Reidemeister move, i.e. one 
of the three actions you can perform on a knot without changing it 
fundamentally. Due to its fundamental nature, the search of solutions 
of the Yang-Baxter  equation has been extensive and created the 
notion of quantum groups. In this context Drinfel’d proposed to search 
for set-theoretic solutions of the Yang-Baxter equation, i.e. sets X and 

maps 𝒓 ∶ 𝑿 × 𝑿 → 𝑿 × 𝑿 such that on 𝑿𝟑 it holds that  

(𝒊𝒅𝑿 × 𝒓)(𝒓 × 𝒊𝒅𝑿)(𝒊𝒅𝑿 × 𝒓) = (𝒓 × 𝒊𝒅𝑿)(𝒊𝒅𝑿 × 𝒓)(𝒓 × 𝒊𝒅𝑿). 

The study of important classes of such solutions can be reduced to the 
study of skew left braces, introduced by Rump, Guarnieri and 
Vendramin, which are sets with two algebraic structures. These are 
operations, satisfying a skew version of the left distributive law. In 
this thesis we study the structure and properties of skew left braces 
with inspiration stemming from group theory, the mathematical study 
of symmetry, and ring theory, the study of sets with two operations 
that behave like the addition and multiplication of numbers. In 
particular, we examine what properties skew left braces have, if we 
know they are built from two well-understood skew left braces. 
Furthermore, we introduce a radical of skew left braces, i.e. a set of 
“bad elements”, which we relate to the so-called weight of a skew 
left brace. 
 
Another approach to study set-theoretic solutions is to examine their 
so-called structure group and structure monoid. These are algebraic 
structures that encode the behavior of the set-theoretic solution 
(𝑿, 𝒓). To be precise, they are the group 𝑮(𝑿, 𝒓) (resp. the monoid 

𝑴(𝑿, 𝒓)) defined by the following presentation 

⟨𝒙 ∈ 𝑿 | 𝒙𝒚 = 𝒖𝒗 𝐢𝐟 𝒓(𝒙, 𝒚) = (𝒖, 𝒗)⟩. 

We show that the monoid behaves particularly nice. It is Noetherian 
and Abelian-by-finite, which means that it does not grow fast and it 
behaves in spirit like the set of positive integers. A last feat of arms 

of this approach is the study of the behavior of the algebra 𝑲𝑴(𝑿, 𝒓) 
over any field and we determine its prime ideals.  
 
In the last part of the thesis we focus on units of group rings and 
contribute to the study of Coleman automorphisms of finite groups. 
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